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Recently, a strong peak of 60Fe (ti/2 = 1.5 Ma) was found in a deep-sea manganese crust
profile [1]. The unusual isotope signal was interpreted as live radiocactivity deposited on Earth
originating from a supernova explosion three million years ago, and at a distance of several tens
of parsec. Such radionuclides are far too short-lived for surviving from the formation of the solar
system. Hence, they are eagerly sought fingerprints of explosive nucleosynthesis. Other possible
candidates are 182Hf (8.9 Ma), 244Pu (81 Ma), and 247Cm (16 Ma), which cannot be produced
by other means (e.g. cosmic ray interaction) on Earth. In general, the isotopic abundance of
such radionuclides provides direct evidence of ongoing nuclear synthesis. The extremely low
isotopic abundance of^sacrrradjonuclides ask for a very sensitive detection method.f~Ácceleratcir^
mass spectrometr^ (AMS) is currently the only technique capable to measure such ultra-low
isotope ratios. The potential ofrAMSJwill be demonstrated on typical radionuclides of interest
with half-lives between some years and up to hundred million years. In addition, stellar model
calculations require well-established data on production rates of long-lived radionuclides. A
lot of those production rates can be measured by applying the technique of AMS. TheJVignna
Environmental Research Accelerator (VERA) represents a state-of-the-art AMS facility which
provides the ability lor quantifying nuclides over the whole mass range
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lölsöTopes are e.g. iUBe, 14C, ybAl, ^bCl, 41Ca, 129I, 182Hf, 236U and 244Pu. At VERA,
AMS is used for quantifying long-lived radionuclides within a wide range of applications - from
archaeology to astrophysics. Lack nf information nn rmss section data exists for a list of nuclides
pointed out by nuclear data requests. The potential of A MS as a. powerful tool for probing
nucleosynthesis will be demonstrated bvjnpnns of RomQ primQ pvamplpg "Rprpnt, developments
in_the technique of AMS will be highlighted and some applications of AMS in astrophysics will
be discussed. In addition, an overview on detection limits, measurement, precision as well as
th~e recent measurement program at VERA for quantifying g-nrh inng-iíypd j^dionuclides will_
be presented,
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